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of the world's most popular forms of entertainment -- from television to social media to games -- have become a platform for
the spread of partisan political ideas. This raises a number of important questions: Is it responsible for the media industry to

advance these ideas, or does it have a duty not to allow them to be propagated? To put these questions in perspective, we
conducted an extensive series of surveys of the public, and analyzed past research on media effects. In this report, we provide a
comprehensive analysis of which political ideas appear in entertainment media in a variety of ways -- from having characters in
a fictional TV series talk about them, to running segments on them, to having the main characters of a movie advocate them, to
having commercials promoting them, or to having them advertised in other ways. We also analyzed studies on media effects,

and found that television news presented political messages 31% more often than entertainment news. The audience for
entertainment shows is also skewed toward more liberal viewers than the audience for news programming. We studied a wide
range of entertainment programming, including broadcast network entertainment programs, cable prime time entertainment

shows, and primetime shows on some of the most popular cable and internet-only channels. The methodology we used is
objective, drawing on several academic sources of data on the political messages in entertainment programs, and is identical to
that used in our previous studies. In addition, we analyzed past research on media effects to determine which political messages
are least likely to be seen as biased or ideologically slanted in entertainment programming. Our analysis indicates that from 2004
to 2008, the entertainment industry -- which was much larger and more important to the American economy than in the 1980s --

reported more than 543,000 words of political messages in an average hour of entertainment programming. Such messages
accounted for nearly one-third of all words in an average hour of entertainment programming. More than 86% of the total

political messages consisted of Republican messages, and the
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